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Shifters and switches are the perfect match; she hunts vampires, he keeps her from destroying

entire populations in a fit of magical rage. These love connections, once common, have died out in

modern times. A disaster for humanity.Until...The first switch seen in a hundred years flees a room

full of shifters, leaving chaos in her wake.this will be a full novel, approximately 65,000

words.Jameson Montreat is a lonely wolf shifter who had one job that was essential to the protection

of the human species. A job he was unable to do. Now, with more vampires throwing their hat into

the political ring every day, he can't stop it. He can't kill vampires, none of the shifters can. Only a

switch can kill a vampire, and they died out a hundred years ago. But then an impossibly captivating

switch walks right into the anti-vampire meeting, turning every shifter head in the place. She is not

meant for him, as much as he might need her to be.Coralie Hamilton is a normal woman, living a

normal life, waiting for something big. What that something is, she has no idea, but when some

base part of her brain causes her to go temporarily insane and try to stab a politician in the throat

with a fountain pen, her future suddenly becomes crystal clear. She's a natural born killer, and the

only thing that can calm her killing instincts in the moment is the love of a shifter male who is strong

enough to handle her. Yesterday, she didn't believe in shifters. Today, she's got to choose the one

who will keep her sane.
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Full confession up front ... I adore Lisa Ladew's writing and have read every one of her books to

date. This new series is going to be amazing and I can't wait for the next book to be available. The

first book in a series is always full of World building which can feel heavy and slow at times;

however, I feel this book #1 still managed to have exciting story elements woven with a wealth of

world building. The hero, Jameson, was an old world gentleman who was protective of his woman.

He had to learn to let her be herself and accept that he couldn't keep her wrapped up in bubble

wrap. The secondary characters are interesting. Prowl sex is hot and intense!

Oh my goodness!!! There was so much going on all at the same time that it was nearly impossible

to keep up with. Once again Lisa Ladew knocks this out of the park! Not just a home run but a grand

slam! I so cannot wait for the next books to be written!!!

What a roller coaster ride and a heck of a way to start a new series! I love Cora and Jameson and

can't wait to see all the switches come out.

Loved the way the story flowed. The characters were well done. Would recommend to anyone. Love

all of Lisa's books.

First off, I

Jameson and Cora's story, first book in the new series by Lisa Ladew and Grace Quillen, is a must

read! Shifters are fighting an ancient enemy, a lost coven of switch is found, and vampires must die.

Excellent premise, great characters, fun snarky comments, and wow, the romance is hot hot hot! I

highly recommend this book, first in a new series.

Y'all are killing me! You never write fast enough and there are going to be 16 *gasp* books in this

series, my house will burn down from the heat.Love the characters and the fact you came up with

prowl sex ... I want to write more but I don't want to ruin the book. Just buy it and read it, you won't

be sorry.



What start. I am so all in. I will be waiting for the next and the next. Have not been disappointed in

any of the stories. I would be for faster, but perfection takes time.
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